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Overview

The Army Combat Fitness Test (ACFT) will officially replace the Army Physical Fitness Test (APFT) in October of 2020.  
Unlike the APFT, the Army’s test of record since 1980, the ACFT will measure many different  components of physical 
fitness.  In the interest of increasing Soldier readiness and combat effectiveness (the only metric that really matters), the 
Army will replace familiar events like the push-up and sit-up with new, potentially more challenging assessments.  The new 
test will undoubtedly provide commanders and small unit leaders with a much broader assessment of unit fitness, but the 
test also presents a few new challenges.



Problems to solve

1
Knowledge Gap.  Soldiers know how to train for 
push-ups, sit-ups, and the 2-mile run.  In order to 
conduct safe and effective physical training for 
the new ACFT, Soldiers must learn new training 
fundamentals. 

2
Training Gap.  Many Soldiers have never 
tried a deadlift or thrown for power -- not 
only will Soldiers need to understand how 
to train, but they’ll need to learn what to 
train.

3
Culture Shift.  The quicker we overcome 
the knowledge and training gap, the more 
likely Soldiers are to embrace this new (and 
better) way of physical training.

4
Planning Considerations.  A platoon 
sergeant is unlikely to “whip out an ACFT,” 
unannounced on a Friday morning.  
Compared to the APFT, this test takes some 
time to set-up and administer.



“Essentials” objective

To provide Soldiers and small unit leaders 
with the fundamental knowledge and training 
resources required to safely and effectively 
train for the ACFT.

1 2 3
Overcome  
Knowledge Gap.

Eliminate  
Training Gap

Contribute to 
Culture Shift



Understanding ACFT Requirements



ACFT Events
01

The ACFT is a six-event test with a 600 point scale that does 
not change based on a Soldier’s age, gender, or MOS.

Training Implications:
In addition to assessing muscular and aerobic endurance, the 
new test will assess Soldiers’ muscular strength, anaerobic 
endurance, coordination, trunk stability, and power.  These 
different components of fitness must be deliberately and 
specifically  trained in order to most effectively improve 
performance.

1.  3 Repetition Max Deadlift
60 pt. Min: 140 lbs
100 pt Max: 340 lbs

2.  Standing Power Throw
60 pt. Min: 4 meters
100 pt. Max: 13 meters

3.  Hand-Release Push-Up
60pt Min: 10 reps
100pt Max: 80 Reps

4.  Sprint, Drag, Carry
   60 pt. Min: 3:35
   100 pt. Max: 1:40
5.  Leg Tuck
   60 pt. Min: 1 rep
   100 pt. Max: 20 reps
6.  2 Mile Run
   60 pt. Min: 21:00
   100 pt. Max: 12:45

http://armycombatfitnesstest.com/scoringstandards


ACFT Demands
02

Soldiers need a well-balanced combination of strength, 
endurance, and mobility.  Orient your training towards 
performing well on the ACFT and your fitness will carry over 
to warrior task and battle drill performance.

Significance:
The physical training you conduct should have a specific 
application to your job-related tasks.  Adaptations that occur 
as a result of physical training directly correlate to that 
specific stimuli -- you will get better at exactly what you 
practice.  You must understand how to train differently for 
muscular strength, muscular endurance, aerobic endurance, 
and anaerobic endurance.



Demand 
analysis

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod 
tempor incididunt labore dolore magna aliqua. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt labore dolore magna 
aliqua. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit.



Training principles
Use the principles of training to plan, prepare, execute, 
and assess your physical readiness training.  
Understanding and incorporating the principles will lead 
to effective training plans and realization of training 
goals.  

01    |    Precision

02    |   Progression

03    |   Specificity

04    |    Overload

05    |    Recovery

06    |    Individualism



Precision

Definition

Adherence to precise execution standards - 

commonly referred to as “form,” the way you 

move while training should reinforce and 

strengthen the most important movement 

patterns.  For the sake of clarity, we’ll call this 

precision

Significance

The ACFT requires more than running 

relatively slow in a straight line.  Instead, you 

have the opportunity to train like an athlete:  

learn to conduct full-body, compound 

movements through each of the movement 

planes.

The Precision 7

You must build and reinforce the following 

precise movement patterns: hinge, squat, push, 

pull, rotate, lunge, and dynamic locomotion.



A strong hinge is the 
foundation to conducting 
explosive movements like 
jumping and barbell cleans.  
Build strong glutes, 
hamstrings, trunks, and 
backs.  Bulletproof your 
body with the hinge.

HINGE

● Deadlift

● Romanian Deadlift

● Good Morning

● Kettlebell Swing 

The hinge is hip-dominant, 
the squat is knee-dominant. 
While the ACFT doesn’t test 
the squat directly, the squat 
is essential to human 
movement.  Remember that 
proper mechanics come 
before heavy loads.

SQUAT

● Air Squat

● Goblet Squat

● Front Squat

● Back Squat

Push and pull both 
horizontally and vertically in 
order to maintain healthy 
shoulder and back function.

PUSH &
PULL

● Bench Press & Push-Up

● Overhead Press

● Bent-over Row

● Pull-Up

The lunge is a particularly 
important movement 
pattern because of the 
unique requirements placed 
on a single side of the body 
at one time.  Lunge 
movements require balance, 
coordination, and strength.

LUNGE

● Lunge

● Step-Up

Most warrior tasks and 
battle drills do not occur 
strictly while moving 
forward through a single 
plane… we’ve got to 
reinforce precise, dynamic 
movement through several 
different planes

ROTATE

● Rotational Ball Slams 

● 5-way Med Ball Circuit

● Banded Rotation

● Turkish Get Up 

Learn more about 
precision

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RFBTx62yMMw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XowKMitOVNc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YA-h3n9L4YU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yHxcTn1UeAc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C_VtOYc6j5c
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CmsejEOeMpY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4ytaCJZpl0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=91hUXReNKZA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4T9UQ4FBVXI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_l3ySVKYVJ8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CnBmiBqp-AI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I0uhDZ06hrQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9hc_iJ9tlOQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m7Kksdk4aXM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMd_Nhq1BoU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZCODsagRCo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtNufhebd7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fumRPrL3x4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bWRPC49-KI
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/precision
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/precision


Progression

Context

Intelligent manipulation of training variables 

(volume, load, intensity) results in just the right 

amount of overload to elicit an appropriate 

stress response.  Continue to increase the 

volume and/or intensity over time - this is 

called “progression.”

Significance

In order to ensure proper progression, you 

must systematically and intelligently modify 

the Volume, Duration, Intensity, and Rest Time 

for the work you intend to perform.

Scientific Basis

This concept is closely associated with the 

General Adaptation Syndrome -- with an 

incremental, progressive approach to 

increasing volume and/or intensity, we take 

advantage of our knowledge of the G.A.S. and 

continue the gains.



Learn more about 
progression and 
periodization

https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/progression
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/progression
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/progression


Specificity

Context
The physical training you conduct should have 

a specific application to your job-related tasks 

(e.g. warrior tasks and battle drills).  Moreover, 

if the test for which you are training requires 

producing power,  training for muscular 

endurance likely won't do you any good.

Significance
Adaptation is specific -- you will get better at 

exactly what you practice.  Running slow for 

long distances does not make you faster!  If 

you want your training to carry over to your 

sport, your training must "look" enough like 

your sport to benefit you on the field.

Scientific Basis
S.A.I.D Principle 

Specific Adaptation to Imposed Demands

Adaptations that occur as a result of training 

directly correlate to the specific stimuli.



Intensity Volume Get it right for gains...  

● Volume = the total # of repetitions performed
● Includes Isometrics - holding a static contraction 

for an extended period (like planking)
50-75% of 1RM

3-6 Sets
10-20 Repetitions

2 Muscular Endurance
The capacity to exert 
force repeatedly or hold a 
static contraction

● RPE - Rating of Perceived Exertion on a scale 
from 6-20

● MHR - Max Heart Rate (estimated using 220 - 
your age)

9-14 RPE or < 75% 
or MHR

Usually longer 
than 30 minutes

3 Aerobic Endurance
Low intensity, continuous, 
sustainable work for 
greater than 4 minutes

● Anaerobic Threshold - the exertion level at which 
anaerobic metabolism supplies the majority of 
the energy needs as a result of increased 
intensity

● HIIT - High Intensity Interval Training

14-20 RPE or > 
75% MHR

Short, intense 
bouts less than 90 
seconds

4
Anaerobic Endurance
Short-term, high intensity 
work with energy 
demands that exceed 
aerobic capacity

● 1RM = 1 Repetition Maximum
● Load = amount of weight
● Intensity described as a % of 1RM

> 80% of 1RM
2-5 Sets
< 8 Repetitions

1 Muscular Strength
The capacity to exert 
force against a maximal 
resistance

Learn more about 
specificity

https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/progression


Overload

Effective training stressing the system  and results in an initial shock and a 
decrease in performance -- recover appropriately and the system's 
resistance to the initial stress has increased.  Continue to modify the 
exercise prescription so that it is "harder" the next time than it was the last 
time -- this can be done by increasing the number of repetitions, decreasing 
rest time, or increasing the load.

Definition

G
A level of intensity such that a 
physiological stress response 

is elicited.

Significance

A
Your body's natural response 
to overload is to compensate 

so that the situation you put it 
in this time is not so stressful 

the next time -- this is also 
known as an increase in 

performance.

Scientific Basis

S
Hans Selye's three-stage 

model for the human body's 
response to stress.

- Alarm -
- Resistance -
- Exhaustion -



Overload is a key first 
ingredient to getting bigger, 
faster, stronger, etc.

You must train with enough 
intensity to elicit a stress 
response (a weight that is 
heavy enough or a speed that 
is fast enough).

Your body's response? Phase 1 
- Alarm - an initial decrease in 
performance.

With proper recovery, you 
increase your resistance to the 
initial stress - this is commonly 
referred to as GAINS.

Learn more about 
overload

https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/overload
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/overload


Recovery

Sleep

Maximize gains by sleeping 7-8 hours 
per night.  Sleep is the most 
important variable in the fitness 
equation; the other two pillars of 
fitness (exercise and nutrition) 
actually sit on the foundation of good 
sleep habits.  Both your cognitive and 
physical performance decrease 
dramatically when you sleep less 
than 7 hours per night.

1

Nutrition

You will never experience the 
increase in performance you’re 
looking for if your two primary food 
groups are Monster energy drinks 
and bean burritos from the 
Shoppette.  If you’re unsure what 
good nutrition looks like and your 
duty station employs a nutritionist, 
make an appointment now. If your 
duty station has an Army Wellness 
Center, make an appointment now!  
The resources available to you as a 
Soldier would cost a considerable 
amount of money outside of the 
Army.  Leverage these assets to help 
you dominate the ACFT.

2

Active Recovery

You should spend some time 
between scheduled training sessions 
working to recover actively.  A light 
jog or bike after a heavy training 
session can go a long way towards 
preventing excessive soreness and 
speeding muscle recovery.  A light 
warm up and some static stretching 
on your scheduled “off-days” is 
another great method to ensure you 
recover well

3

Learn more about recovery

https://p3.amedd.army.mil/my-army-wellness-center/locations
https://p3.amedd.army.mil/my-army-wellness-center/locations
http://armycombatfitnesstest.com/recovery


Individualism

Context

Training should be specifically tailored for 

each individual such that the stimulus provides 

the appropriate amount of overload to elicit 

the desired response.  Each individual 

responds to a given stimulus a little bit 

differently.

Significance

Performing the back squat for 3 sets of 5 

repetitions @ 245 pounds may be just the right 

amount of overload to drive adaptation (gains 

in strength in this case) for you, but this would 

destroy a novice lifter.

Scientific Basis

 Since genetics are diverse, so is the training 

response.  Each exercise and each training plan 

must be uniquely tailored to the individual in 

order to achieve the best results.

Learn more about 
individualism

https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/individualism
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/individualism


Getting 
Started
What gets measured, gets 
managed.  This is at the heart of 
the Army's new fitness test.  
Soldiers will train to the test.  In 
doing so, many Soldiers will 
significantly increase their 
overall fitness, thus creating a 
more capable, resilient fighting 
force.  Now that we're measuring 
meaningful performance 
indicators, it's time to set up a 
program to ensure we are 
trending in the right direction. 

Berry Books

CFO

Vinny Viewer

Sales Director

Wendy Writer

Step 1: Conduct an Assessment



Develop a plan

Integrate the training principles and 

develop a plan that is uniquely tailored to 

increase your performance according to 

your current training deficit.  Execute 

training, allow enough time for 

adaptation to occur, and then reassess. 

Visit armycombatfitnesstest.com for the 

latest ACFT news, training articles, and 

training plans.   

“How To Train” ArticlesHelpful “How to Train” Links

The 3-Repetition Maximum Strength 
Deadlift

The Standing Power Throw

The Hand-Release Push-Up

The Sprint, Drag, Carry

The Leg Tuck

The 2 Mile Run
Click a link to learn more!

https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/bettereveryday/training-deadlift
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/bettereveryday/training-deadlift
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/bettereveryday/training-powerthrow
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/bettereveryday/training-pushup
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/bettereveryday/sprintdragcarrytips
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/bettereveryday/legtucktips
https://www.armycombatfitnesstest.com/bettereveryday/training-2milerun


Armycombatfitnesstest.com

Email: mr.600@armycombatfitnesstest.com

http://armycombatfitnesstest.com
https://www.facebook.com/TF600acft
https://www.instagram.com/tf600_acft/
https://twitter.com/TrainingFor600

